
 

E-learning trends to watch out for in 2018

We keep hearing about powerful smartphone devices, and how affordable and low-budget online learning courses have
become. For example, if you want to be a freelancer, you no longer need a good laptop or computer. Today, you only need
an internet connection and a quality smartphone to take online classes and get certificated. Within just one year, it's
become clearer than ever that a much different future is in store for us when it comes to learning new skills and sharing
your knowledge.
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What if the future we are talking about is already here? People have dived so deep into the online world that gaining new
knowledge and skills is no longer just for millennials, but for people of all age groups.

Great progress has been made regarding making online learning platforms available to smartphone users, because — let’s
face it — flexibility is something we’re all after. In fact, it probably won’t take more than several years before we see e-
learning courses limited only to tablets and mobile devices.

Knowledge sharing platform Zeqr created an infographic covering the e-learning trends for the following year. Here are
some of the very attractive facts and benefits for those willing to share and improve their knowledge online:

With people becoming more and more interested in switching to online forms of education, it’s only a matter of time before
the most traditional forms of learning soon become forgotten about completely.

Let us know if you are ready to embrace the oncoming trends of online education!

The ability to learn at your own schedule.
Classes are downloadable.
Learning wherever you want.
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